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Abstract

We describe a demonstration system built upon Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) technology. The demonstration system monitors a stream of news stories, organizes them into clusters that represent topics, presents the clusters to a user, and visually describes the changes that occur in those clusters over time. A user may also mark certain clusters as interesting, so that they can be “tracked” more easily.

TDT background

The Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) research program investigates methods for organizing an arriving stream of news stories by the topics the stories discuss.[1, 3, 5, 6] Topics are defined to be the set of stories that follow from some seminal event in the world—this is in contrast to a broader subject-based notion of topic. That is, stories about a particular airline crash fall into one topic, and stories from other airline crashes will be in their own topics.

All organization is done as stories arrive, though variations of the task allow final organizational decisions to be postponed for minutes, hours, or even days. The formal TDT evaluation program includes the following research tasks:

1. Segmentation is used to separate a television or radio program into distinct news stories. This process is not needed for newswire services, since those stories arrive pre-segmented.

2. Detection is the task of putting all arriving news stories into bins that represent broad news topics. If a new topic appears in the news, the system must create a new bin. Neither the set of bins nor the total number of them is known in advance. This task is carried out without any supervision—i.e., the system never knows whether or not the stories it is putting together actually belong together.

3. Tracking is the task of finding all stories that follow are on the same topic as an initial small set. This task is different from detection in that the starting stories are known to be on the same topic. Typically tracking is evaluated with 2-4 on-topic stories.

The TDT research workshops also include a few other tasks (first story detection, and story link detection). TDT has also inspired other event-based organization methods, including automatic timeline generation to visualize the temporal locality of topics[7], and the identification of new information within a topic’s discussion[2].

This demonstration system illustrates event-based news organization by visualizing the creation of, changes within, and relationships between clusters created by the detection task. It leverages the segmentation results so that audio stories are distinct stories, but does not directly visualize the detection. Tracking is implicitly presented by allowing clusters to be marked so that they receive special attention by the user.

Architecture

The TDT demonstration system is based upon Light- house, an interactive information retrieval system developed by Leuski.[4] Lighthouse provides not only a typical ranked list search result, but a visualization of inter-document similarities in 2- or 3-dimensions. The user interface is a Java client that can run as an application or an applet. Lighthouse uses HTTP protocols to send queries to a server and receive the ranked...
list, summary information about the documents, and the visualization data.

The TDTLighthouse system requires a TDT system running in the background. In this version of the demonstration, the TDT system is only running the segmentation and detection tasks described above. Stories arrive and are put into clusters (bins).

The TDTLighthouse client can query its server to receive up-to-date information about the clusters that the TDT system has found. The server in turn queries the TDT system to get that information and maintains state information so that changes (cluster growth, additional clusters, etc.) can be highlighted.

Demonstration system

Figure 1 shows the client window. The system is running on the TDT-3 evaluation collection of news articles, approximately 40,000 news stories spanning October 1 through December 31, 1998. This snapshot shows the system on October 31 at 10:00pm, approximately four weeks into the data. The status line on the lower-left shows that at this point the system has already encountered almost 16,000 stories and has broken them into about 2400 topic clusters.

The system is showing the 50 topics with the largest number of stories. The ranked list (by size) starts on the upper-left, shows the first 25, and the continues in the upper-right. The “title” for each of those topics is generated in this case by the most common words within the cluster. Any system that does a better job of building a title for a large cluster of stories could be used to improve this capability.

In addition to the ranked list of topics, the system computes inter-topic similarities and depicts that using the spheres in the middle. If two topics are highly similar, their spheres will appear near each other in the visualization. This allows related topics to be detected quickly. Because the 50 largest topics are shown, the topics are more unalike than they would be with a wider range, but it is still possible to see, for example, that topics about the Clinton presidency are near each other (the cyan pair of spheres overlapping rank number 9, topic rank numbers 5 and 29). The spheres and the ranked list are tightly integrated, so selecting one causes the other to be highlighted.

Topics can be assigned colors to make them easier to pick out in future sessions. In this case, the user has chosen to use the same color for a range of related topics—e.g., red for sports topics, green for weather topics, etc. The color selection is in the control of the user and is not done automatically. However, once a color is assigned to a topic, the color is “sticky” for future sessions. A user might choose to color a critical topic bright red so that changes to it stand out in the future.

Figure 2 shows the same visualization, but here a summary of a selected topic is shown in a pop-up balloon. This summary was generated by selecting sentences that contained large numbers of key concepts from the topic. Any summarization of a cluster could be used here if it provided more useful information.

To illustrate how the demonstration system shows changes in TDT clusters over time, Figure 3 shows an updated visualization for two weeks later (November 14, 1998). The topic colors are persistent from Figure 1, though one of the marked topics (“Strawberry cancer colon Yankee”) is no longer in the largest 50 so does not appear.

Most of the spheres include a small “wedge” of yellow in them. That indicates the proportion of the topic that is new stories (since Figure 1). Some topics have large numbers of new stories, so have a large yellow slice, whereas a few have a very small number of new stories, so have only a thin wedge. The yellow wedge can be as much as 50% of the sphere (which would represent an entirely new topic), and only covers the top of the sphere. This restriction ensures that the topic color is still visible.

The controls at the top of the screen are for moving between queries, issuing a query, and returning the visualization to a “home” point. The next five controls affect the layout of the display, including allowing a 3-D display: a 3-D version of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4. The final control enables a browsing wizard that can be used to find additional topics that are very similar to a selected topic color (that set
Figure 1: TDT demonstration system running on TDT-3 data, approximately four weeks into the collection.
Figure 3: TDT demonstration system running on TDT-3 data, approximately six weeks into the collection.
is chosen using the pull-down menu that has “none” in it).

**Conclusion and Future work**

The demonstration system described above illustrates the effect of TDT technology. It is also interesting in its own right, allowing a user to track news topics of interest and to see how changes occur over time. There is no reason that the same system could not be used for non-TDT environments: any setting that clusters documents might be appropriate for this system.

We are working to extend the demonstration system to include some additional features.

- Considering the large number of topics (almost 3,000 in Figure 3), it is unlikely that all “interesting” topics will be findable. The query box at the top of the display will be used to allow the user to find topics that match a request. The ranked list will display the top 50 topics that match the query.

- Related to querying, we hope to include an “alert” feature that will flag newly-created topics that match a query. For example, an analyst interested in the Middle East might develop a query that would identify topics in that region. When such a topic appeared, it would be flagged for the user (probably with a “hot topic” color).

- We hope to allow user “correction” of the topic breakdown provided by the TDT system. The state-of-the-art in TDT still makes mistakes, sometimes pulling two similar topics together, and sometimes breaking a single topic into multiple clusters. We intend that a user who sees such a mistake be able to indicate it to the system. That information will, in turn, to be relayed back to the TDT system to affect future processing.

- We will be implementing an “explode this topic” feature that will show the stories within a topic analogously to the way the current system shows the topics within the news. If the topic is small enough, for example, the spheres would represent stories within the topic. If the topic is larger, the spheres might represent sub-clusters within the topic.
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